Agenda: Dept Medicinal Chemistry Faculty Meeting
March 10, 2020
3 pm, H-371

- Admissions update - Abhi
- Final exams, remaining lectures, thesis defenses – plans for remote operations - all
- Pharm D Purple Curriculum update: Medchem 580, 532, 533 - all
- Spring quarter graduate/undergrad classes and PharmD gold curriculum - all:
  - Medchem 327
  - Medchem 561
  - Medchem 564
  - Medchem 520
  - MNM 582 (Rettie?)
- Graduate Program Review (May 4 and 5) – Bill, Abhi, Allan
- Training Grant update – Bill
- Upcoming grant submissions/new hires – all/Jeanine
- Other